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Abstract
A general method to map a polynomial recursion on a matrix linear one is
suggested. The solution of the recursion is represented as a product of a matrix
multiplied by the vector of initial values. This matrix is product of transfer
matrices whose elements depend only on the polynomial and not on the initial
conditions. The method is valid for systems of polynomial recursions and
for polynomial recursions of arbitrary order. The only restriction on these
recurrent relations is that the highest order term can be written in explicit
form as a function of the lower-order terms (existence of a normal form). A
continuous analog of this method is described as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recurrent relations take a central place in various elds of science. For example, numerical solution of dierential equations and models of evolution of a system involve, in general,
recursions.
By now, only linear recursions could be solved 1{3] while even the simplest nonlinearity
usually made an analytic solution impossible. A good example for this is a rather simple
recursion, the logistic map, yn+1 = yn (1 ; yn). The analysis of its behavior, while based on
roundabout approaches, has revealed many unusual features.
In this paper we propose a new approach to the solution of polynomial recursions. It
turns out, that the coecients of the i-th iteration of the polynomial depend linearly on the
coecients of the (i ; 1)-th iteration. Using this fact we succeed to write down the general
solution of the recursion.
To make this paper easy-readable we include some auxiliary material on linear recursions
as well as an introductory example.

II. INTRODUCTORY EXAMPLE: LOGISTIC MAPPING
To demonstrate our approach we begin with the recursion equation known as the logistic
mapping :
yn+1 = yn (1 ; yn) with y0  y :
(1)
Very recently it was shown by Rabinovich et al 4] that the solution of this recursion is given
by
yn = hejTn jyi 
(2)
where T is a transfer matrix with elements
!
j
k
;
j
Tjk = (;1) k ; j j :
(3)
The vectors jyi and hej are correspondingly a set of y's powers and the rst ort dened as
n on
n
jyi = yj 2j=1 and hej = j1]2j=1

(4)

where jk is the Kronecker symbol.
Equations (2) and (3) were derived in 4] by consideration of a branching process. However, knowing the representation of the solution (2) one can obtain the matrix elements (3)
in a \one-line" way. Namely, we have to nd a matrix T that transforms a column fyj g to
a column fy(1 ; y)]j g. Expanding this last expression
!
!
j
2j
2j
X
X
X
j
j
j
i
j
j
+i
k
;
j
j
k
y(1 ; y)] = (;1) i  y = (;1) k ; j  y = Tjk yk
i=0
k=j
k=j
and extending
 j the last summation over all natural numbers (due to the vanishing of the
binomials k;j for k outside the interval j 2j ]) we immediately recover Eq. (3) for the
elements of the matrix T.
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III. GENERAL CASE OF FIRST-ORDER POLYNOMIAL RECURSION
Here we consider a rst-order recursion equation in its normal form
yn+1 = P (yn) 
where P (x) is a polynomial of degree m:
m
X
P (x) = ak xk  am 6= 0:
k=0

(5)
(6)

Let y0  y be an initial value for the recursion (5). We denote by jyi the column vector of
powers of y
n o
jyi = yj 1j=0
and the vector hej is a row vector
hej = j1]1j=0 :
It should be emphasized, that j runs from 0, since in the general case a0 6= 0. In this
notation hejyi is a scalar product that yields
hejyi = y :
(7)
1
Theorem. For any recursion of the type of Eq. (5) there exists a matrix T = fTjk gj k=0
such that
yn = hejTn jyi:
(8)
Proof. For n = 0 the
of the theorem is valid (see Eq. (7)). We introduce the
n j ostatement
1
def
column vector jy1i = y1 j=0  where y1 = P (y). Let T be a matrix such that
jy1i = Tjyi :
(9)
The existence of this matrix will be proven later on. If such a matrix exists, then, analogically
to Eq. (7), we have
y1 = hejy1i = hejTjyi :
Therefore, the statement of the theorem is true for n = 1 as well.
Assume, that Eq. (8) is valid for n = l and any initial value y. Then yl+1 can be
represented as yl+1 = hejTljy1i, where y1 = P (y) is considered as a new initial value of the
recursion. Then, using Eq. (9) one gets
yl+1 = hejTljy1i = hejTlTjyi = hejTl+1jyi :
To prove the existence of the matrix T we use jy1i def
= fP j (y)g1j=0. In turn, P j (y) is the
jm-th degree polynomial
!j X
jm
m
X
j
i
P (y) =
aiy = Tjk yk 
(10)

T = fTjk g1j k=0

i=0

k=0

and we infer that
obeys Eq. (9).
Note, that for j and k satisfying k  jm we have Tjk  0, therefore, each row is nite
(i.e., there is only a nite number of nonzero matrix elements in each row). This proves the
existence of powers of T and completes the proof.
The method of this section can be generalized for an arbitrary analytic function in the
right-hand side of Eq. (5) 5].
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IV. SPECIAL CASES
(a) The binomial case, P (x) = apxp + aqxq : As one can see, in the general case elements of
the matrix T have a form of rather complicated sums. However, they are degenerated to a

fairly simple expression, when the polynomial (6) has only two terms. In this case one gets
j j!
X
j
j
p
q
j ;i i p(j ;i)+qi :
P (y) = (apy + aq y ) =
i ap aqy
i=0

Denoting

k = p(j ; i) + qi 

i = l(k) = (q ; p);1 (k ; pj ) 

we have

P j (y) =

jq
X
k=jp

!
j aj;l(k)al(k):
q
l(k) p

yk

Thus, the matrix elements Tjk are

!
j
Tjk = l(k) ajp;l(k)alq(k):
By substituting here p = 1, q = 2, ap = ;aq =  we immediately recover the solution for
the logistic map, Eq. (3).
(b) The trinomial case, P (x) = a0 + apxp + aqxq , a0 6= 0. Here, the transfer matrix T admits
the following decomposition
T = AT0 
where T0 is the matrix corresponding to the polynomial P0(x) = apxp + aqxq and A is a
upper-triangular matrix. Indeed, let us consider P0(x) = apxp + aq xq and the corresponding
matrix T0. It yields
n
o1
T0jyi = jy10 i def
= P0j (y) j=0 :
For the matrix T one gets

n

Tjyi = jy1i def
= P (y)j
P j (y ) =
Denoting in the last line Aji 
T = AT0.

j
i

o1

j =0



j j!
X
j ;i (a y p + a y q )i :
a
p
q
0
i=0 i

aj0;i one obtains jy1i = Ajy10 i = AT0 jyi = Tjyi, and
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V. NON-CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS
As shown in 4] a generalization of Eq. (1),

yn+1 = n yn(1 ; yn) with y0  y 

(11)

can be solved using a similar approach. The solution is

yn = hejTn    T2T1jyi 
where the matrix elements of Ti are now i-dependent:
!
j
(Ti)jk = (;1)k;j k ; j (i )j :

(12)
(13)

The same argument is valid for an arbitrary recursion yn+1 = Pn(n yn ) and therefore
solution Eq. (8) takes the form of Eq. (12) with the obvious changes (a0 : : :  am become
i-dependent functions) in the corresponding matrix elements.

VI. THE RICCATI RECURSION
This name is commonly used for the equation

yn+1 yn + a0nyn+1 + b0nyn + c0n = 0:
However, by a proper change of variable 1,2] this equation can be reduced to a linear one
and then treated by conventional techniques. Here we shall be dealing with the following
recursion:
yn+1 = an + bn yn + cnyn2 with y0  y :
This is a possible (asymmetric) discrete analog of the Riccati dierential equation 6]. It is
well-known that the latter cannot be solved in quadratures.
The general results of the two previous sections can be employed to write down the
solution of this recursion. Namely, the solution reads

yn = hejTn    T2T1jyi 
where the matrix Ti is a product of two matrices

Ti = AiSi
with matrix elements

!
!
j
j
j
;
k
(Ai )jk = k ai and (Si)jk = k ; j b2i j;k cki ;j :
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VII. SYSTEM OF LINEAR FIRST-ORDER RECURSIONS
The next three sections deal with linear recursions. They are well-known 1,2], but we
include those sections to help the understanding of subsequent sections, devoted to systems
of nonlinear recursions.
The solution of a system of linear rst order recursions in the most general case is rather
trivial but for the sake of clarity we shall demonstrate it on a 2  2 homogeneous system
(
un+1 = (11)n un + (12)nvn with u0  u 
(14)
vn+1 = (21)n un + (22)nvn with v0  v :
Introducing the vector hxnj = (un  vn) and the matrix
 ( ) ( ) 
n = (1121)nn (1222)nn
one rewrites Eq. (14) as follows
jxn+1i = n jxni
and, thus,
jxn+1i = n : : : 0jx0i 
where hx0j = (u v) is an initial vector.
Further generalization to a homogeneous system of N linear equations of rst order is
straightforward.

VIII. LINEAR EQUATION WITH NON-CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS
The result of the previous section allows one to solve linear recursions of an arbitrary
order with non-constant coecients. As usual, we start with the simplest case | a second
order equation
xn+1 + nxn + n;1 xn;1 = 0 :
(15)
Denoting yn  n;1 xn;1 we obtain the system
(
xn+1 = ; n xn ; yn 
(16)
yn+1 = n xn :
The solution of this equation is written as in the previous section but now
 ; ;1 
n = nn 0
and the initial vector is (x1 0x0), where x0 and x1 are initial values of the recursion (15).
The method we used to transform Eq. (15) to Eq. (16) is well-known in the theory of
dierential equations 7], but it is useful for the simplest case of constant coecients only.
Again, the generalization of (16) for a linear equation of arbitrary order is quite simple.
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IX. SYSTEM OF LINEAR HIGHER-ORDER RECURSIONS
The generalization to higher orders is rather obvious. The simplest example is
(
xn+1 + (11)nxn + (12)n xn;1 + (11)nyn + (12)n yn;1 = 0 
yn+1 + (21)nyn + (22)n yn;1 + (21)nxn + (22)n xn;1 = 0 :

(17)

One proceeds as in the previous section with new variables un = xn;1 and vn = yn;1. Then,
the system (17) takes the form
8 x + ( ) x + ( ) u + ( ) y + ( ) v = 0 
>
+1
11 n n
12 n n
11 n n
12 n n
>
< ynn+1
+ (21)nyn + (22)n vn + (21)nxn + (22)n un = 0 
>
= 0
+1 ; xn
>
: uvnn+1
; yn
= 0
i.e., the vector (xn  yn  un vn ) is transformed by the transfer matrix

0 ;( ) ;( ) ;( ) ;( ) 1
BB ;(1121)nn ;(1121)nn ;(1222)nn ;(1222)nn CC
n = B@ 1
A
0
0
0 C
0
1
0
0
and subject to appropriate initial conditions.

X. SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR FIRST-ORDER RECURSIONS
Actually, very little is known about systems of nonlinear recursions 8]. We now extend
our method of Sect. III to deal with systems of nonlinear equations. Let us demonstrate it
on the following example:
(
un+1 = un (1 ; vn) with u0  u 
(18)
vn+1 = vn (1 ; un) with v0  v :
Proceeding here as in Sect. III, we are checking the transformation of a product uj vk :
X j j r j ! r k k s k! s
j
k
u(1 ; v)] v(1 ; u)] =  u (;1) r v  v (;1) s u
rs
X p q (p;j)+(q;k) j ! k ! j k
= u v (;1)
(19)
q;k p;j   :
pq
We prefer to proceed with the aid of multidimensional matrices 9] as being the most
natural way. However, a possibility of using traditional two-dimensional matrices also exists
5].
Indeed, introducing here a four-dimensional matrix T with the elements
!
!
j
k
(p;j )+(q;k)
j k
Tjkpq = (;1)
q;k p;j  
7

(it can also be viewed as an ordinary matrix on the space of index pairs) we basically return
to the familiar transfer-matrix construction but for more complex objects. Namely, we shall
operate with a two-dimensional matrix X, dened as a direct product of vectors jui and jvi:
Xjk = uj vk :
Here the matrix X plays the same role as the vector jyi in Sect. III. The four-dimensional
matrix T is analogous to its two-dimensional relative T. The multiplication of such matrices
is dened rather naturally
X
X
X
X1X2 = (X1)pq(X2 )pq (TX)jk = Tjkpq Xpq  (T1T2)jkpq = (T1)jkrs (T2)rspq :
pq

pq

rs

Note, that the matrix analog of the scalar product of vectors is just a contraction , X1X2,
in the tensor algebra nomenclature.
As in Sect. X, one can obtain the solution of the system in the form
un = E1TnX 
vn = E2TnX 
where, as usual,
(E1)jk = 1j 0k  (E2)jk = 0j 1k :
Further generalization of this approach is also rather simple. In the general case of m
rst-order nonlinear equations
)
(m)
x(ni+1
= Pi (x(1)
i = 1 : : :  m:
(20)
n  : : : xn )
one has to consider the 2m-dimensional transfer matrix T. To construct it we are checking
as before the product
Pj1 ::: jm  P1j1    Pmjm 
and the m-dimensional matrix X, dened as a direct product of m vectors of initial values
jx(1)i : : : jx(m)i.
The polynomial Pj1 ::: jm depends on m variables x(1) : : :  x(m) and therefore can be represented as
P(j1 ::: jm)(x(1) : : : x(m)) = T(j1 ::: jm)X
where Tj1 ::: jm is a constant multidimensional matrix of coecients of the polynomial
Pj1 ::: jm . This matrix Tj1 ::: jm is the (j1 : : :  jm)-th m-section of the transfer matrix T.
Then dening the matrix Ei by
(Ei)j1 ::: ji ::: jm = 0j1 : : : 1ji : : :0jm
one can write down the solution of the system in the form
x(ni) = EiTnX:
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XI. SYSTEM OF NONLINEAR HIGHER-ORDER RECURSIONS
We are not going to write down even the simplest example, but the scheme is quite
obvious: introduction of new variables to bring each equation to the rst-order structure
and, then, construction of a transfer matrix (as in the two previous sections).

XII. CONTINUOUS ANALOG OF THE TRANSFER MATRIX
In this section we present a continuous generalization of our transfer matrix technique.
We consider the general case, the multivariable function, f : Rn ! Rn . We do not try to
establish the exact conditions for existence of all the functions involved, but merely describe
the algorithm.
Let
Z
;
n
Fx!s'(x t)] = (2)
exp(;ihx si)'(x t) dx
n
R

where hx si is the scalar product of two real vectors x and s, be the Fourier transform of the
function ': R2n ! C, s x t 2 Rn and Fs;!1x be the corresponding inverse Fourier transform
10]. Then, we dene the transfer kernel of the function f : Rn ! Rn as Fourier transform
T (t s) = Fx!sexpihf (x) ti].
For example, let us consider the logistic map , f (x) = x(1 ; x). Then the transfer kernel
is the function 11]
r  " i i(t ; s)2 #
Z1
T (t s) =
exp;ixs + itx(1 ; x)] dx = t exp ; 4 + 4t :
;1

We dene the product of the transfer kernels S (t s) and T (t s) of the functions g(x) and
f (x) by
Z
def
S T (t s) = n S (t )T (  s) d :
R

Theorem. The product, S T (t s), of the transfer kernels S (t s) and T (t s) is the
transfer kernel of the composition g f (x), where g f (x)  g (f (x)).
Indeed, performing the inverse Fourier transform for the function S T (t s) one gets
Fs;!1x S

Z

Z

T (t s)] = n S (t
 s)] d = n S (t ) expihf (x) i] d
R
R
;
1
= F !f (x)S (t )] = expi hg f (x) ti]:
)Fs;!1xT (

One can see, that the product of the transfer kernels is dened in analogy to the matrix
product and we can obtain the solution of the recursion (see Section III) in the form

 
(j )
;
1
n
y = ; ln F T (t s)]
n

s!y

where ej = fjk gnk=1 .
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t=iej

XIII. SUMMARY
In this paper we have presented a new method to obtain the solution of arbitrary polynomial recursions. The method has been generalized to systems of multivariable recursions and
recursions of arbitrary order, in analogy to the solution of linear recursions, also presented
in this paper.
Generally, the solution is obtained in the form of a matrix power, applied to the vectors
of initial values. We have presented a way to construct such a matrix.
Famous and important examples, such as the logistic map and the Riccati recursion ,
have been considered and the corresponding matrices have been written down explicitly.
We also generalized the method in another direction. It is shown that instead of transfer
matrix one can use transfer kernel which can be considered as a continuous matrix 12].
While the investigation of the solutions found is beyond the scope of the paper this
challenging task deserves a few words. For example, the logistic map solution (2) can be
used to construct a generating function 4]. Unfortunately, this latter may have an essential
singularity.
Therefore, it is more natural to construct an exponential generating function
P
1
(z)  n n1! ynzn = hej exp(zT)jyi. Then, one can try to understand the parametric
dependence of the logistic map asymptotics from a steepest descent of the Cauchy integral
I z)
dz
yn = 21i zn(+1
C0
where the contour C0 includes the origin of coordinates.
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